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     Have you ever been zapped when 
you touched a doorknob or somebody 
else? Have you tried dragging your sock 
covered feet across a carpet to give 
someone a little jolt? If so, then you have 
first hand experience with static electricity! 

     Electricity, be it human generated or 
made by nature, is all around us everyday 
and in many different forms. Electricity 
turns on your lights, spins the motor in 

your electric toothbrush, heats cook-tops and ovens, and does much 
more. To introduce you to the concept of electric charge, which can 
become electrical current when those charges move, try creating your 
own electricity by collecting static charge. Follow these simple steps to 
perform a few experiments.  

     To collect some static charges, which can be discharged as a small 
electric shock (electric current) gather the materials and supplies listed above. This experiment is more fun if you do it with 
a friend, but if you don’t have someone around who can act as your assistant then we recommend grabbing a mirror so 
you can see the result. WARNING: do not attempt if you are allergic to latex or any of the other materials! 

 1. Blow up the latex balloon and tie it off. Hold the balloon next to your assistant’s head (or arm or leg if they are bald). 
Wave the balloon around a bit while maintaining contact with their hair. Does the hair stick to the balloon?

 2. Now, rub the latex balloon 15 to 20 times against your assistant’s hair. If they do not want to mess up their awesome 
hairdo then use a fuzzy sweater or sheep skin. Gently lift the balloon off the top of your assistant’s head keeping contact 
with the hair shafts (if you used something fuzzy instead, gently wave the balloon about an inch above their hair). What 
happens when you move the balloon back and forth over their hair? Now remove the balloon completely. What happens 
to the hair? Bring the balloon back and remove again, observing what happens.

 3. Next, lay the empty aluminum can on its side on a flat, level surface. Don’t let it roll away. Repeat Step 1 to freshly 
charge the balloon. Then, hover the charged balloon about half an inch above the can and very slowly, try to move the 
balloon away. What does the aluminum can do?

What You Will Need

More Static Cling Experiments
Experiment 1.  Charge the balloon. How many small pieces of tissue 
paper (or small Styrofoam balls) can you pick up with the charged 
balloon? Does it matter how many times you rub the balloon? Are 
you able to pick up more tissue with more rubs? Why do you think 
this happens?
Experiment 2.  Place a small pile of salt and pepper on a plate. Hold 
a charged balloon above the salt and pepper. Does anything stick to 
the surface of the balloon? Why do you think this might be?
Experiment 3.  Change up your experiment! Try using a bigger 
balloon, or rubbing the balloon on different materials and observe 
what material charges the balloon better, and what won’t charge 
the balloon at all. See what else sticks to the balloon, or what the 
charged balloon pushes away. Can you charge the balloon to get it to 
stick to the wall? Can you charge the Styrofoam peanut and get it to 
stick to the wall?

Static Cling Experiment
Materials required:

• 1 latex balloon
• 1 empty Aluminum soda can
• A head of hair, finer works better  
 or a fuzzy sweater or animal fur
• Low humidity, preferably (at the   
very least not raining)

Optional:
• Salt and Pepper
• Small squares of tissue paper (or  
 circles from a paper punch)
• Small Styrofoam balls
• Styrofoam peanuts
• Dryer sheet to rub over balloon to  
 discharge static electricity
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     To understand static electricity we first need to look at 
atoms. In physics, anything that has weight and takes up space 
is called matter. All matter is made up of tiny building blocks, 
called atoms, which when put together, create all the objects 
in the universe. Atoms themselves are made up of even smaller 
building blocks, protons, neutrons, and electrons. Protons 
and neutrons stay tightly bound together at the center of the 
atom in the nucleus, while electrons move around the nucleus 
filling a large volume around it . Electrons are negatively 
charged, protons are positively charged, and neutrons have 
no charge. Atoms start out with an equal number of protons 
and electrons, so charges are  balanced and the atom is 
neutral, or has zero net charge.
     Because electrons are more loosely bound than the protons 
and neutrons in the nucleus of the atom, it is much easier for 
electrons to be pulled off an atom, leaving behind a positively 
charged ion. An ion is an atom that has gained an electron 
to become negatively charged or lost an electron to become 
positively charged. When we add enough energy to an atom 
to overcome the binding energy of its outermost electron, the 
atom loses its grip on the electron and the atom becomes a 
positively charged ion.
     The atoms in some materials are more likely to lose 
electrons, and the atoms in other materials are more likely 

to gain those lost electrons. When we rub the balloon against hair, a fuzzy blanket or animal fur, the rubbing causes 
electrons to be pulled from the hair atoms and added to the latex atoms of the balloon. The energy of you rubbing the 
balloon on hair can break bonds between electrons and hair atoms. Just like with magnetic poles, opposite charges attract 
and like charges repel, so the positively charged hair is attracted to the negatively charged balloon.
     But how can the charged balloon stick to the wall as shown in the above illustration? The balloon atoms gain electrons 
from the hair atoms, becoming negatively charged. When you place the negatively charged balloon against the wall, 
the negative charges of the wall atoms 
are pushed away from the balloon so 
they shift as far away from the balloon 
as they can while still staying attached 
to their wall atoms, leaving a positively 
charged area on the wall. The 
negatively charged balloon is attracted 
to the now positively charged area of 
wall. If the force of attraction is strong 
enough, the balloon will be able to 
stick to the wall. How many materials 
can you find around your house, 
which become positively charged, like 
the can, the tissue paper, Styrofoam 
and pepper? We call the electricity 
in these experiments static electricity 
because the charges are hanging out 
in one area rather than moving. When 
electric charges move they become 
electric current.

Everything is Made of Atoms
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In order for electric charges to light up our homes, the 
electrons must flow through a circuit so that the charges can 
move through the light bulb and do work like lighting up the 
filament allowing us to make light after the sun sets. When 
thinking of a circuit, we can think of two wires connecting 
a light bulb to each terminal on a battery, like the circuit 
represented on the left. These two metal wires are good 
conductors, meaning that electrons can easily hop from 
one atom to another along the wire. The battery has stored 
electrons that want to travel from the bottom to the top of the 
battery. 

Once a conductor connects the bottom of the battery to 
one side of the bulb and the second conductor connects 
the other side of the bulb to the top of the battery, electrons 
will exit the bottom of the battery and push into the wire. This 
pushes other electrons ahead of them so that at the other 
end of the circuit, electrons are fed to the top of the battery. 
Note that the electrons leaving the bottom of the battery are 
not the same ones entering the top of the battery.

The electrons are acting like the water in your hose. 
The water leaving the faucet pushes the water ahead of it 

forward, but it takes the water leaving the faucet a while to make it all the way to the end of the hose. A complete circuit 
allows the flow of electrons between the terminals of the battery so electric current flows through circuit elements like the 
bulb. The incandescent light bulb that Thomas Edison invented is made up of a filament inside an evacuated glass capsule 
which is connected to two points outside the bulb. The filament heats due to its higher resistance to the flow of electrons 
through it compared to the wire we use as conductors. Electrons moving through higher resistance material have to work 
to shove their way through, creating heat. This heat creates light when the wire is hot enough-- just like how the heating 
elements of your toaster emit light when they’re hot!

If you can get your hands on Nichrome wire, you can make your own filament by wrapping it around a pencil, leaving 
a one-inch tail at each end. Pull the coil off the pencil and loosen it up a little. Hook up the Nichrome coil in the gap that 
your bulb occupied in your circuit.

A fluorescent light works differently. Inert (nonreactive) gas atoms are charged and collide with gaseous mercury as 
they move from the negative end to the positive end of the fluorescent bulb. During the collision, the atom’s electron can 
get excited to a higher energy level. When the electron returns to its original energy state, it emits a photon of light that 
we then can see coming from the fluorescent bulb.

There are many ways that electricity is used to improve our lives on a day to day basis, and a whole lot more to learn 
about it and how it works! I encourage you to stay curious, and look for more ways in which electricity affects your life, 
and try to figure out how the devices that use it function.

How Do Electrons Turn On A Light Bulb?

Make the Electric Charges Move
Electrons moving through a conductor can have a lot of energy, and we can 

use that electric energy  to do very useful things, like turning on a light bulb! 
The photo to the right is a model of the circuit illustrated above. 

We’ve seen electric charges move to the balloon, but what happens if we 
keep those charges moving? The experiments on the next page will help you 
experiment with how charges move, and how to harness electric current. Let’s 
put on our electrical engineer hats and find a way to use batteries to turn on a 
light bulb.
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Using the list of materials and supplies on the 
left, do you think you can light up the light bulb? 
Creating an electrical circuit is kind of like solving 
a puzzle or a maze. Try to figure out how to light 
up one bulb holiday lights using just one wire and 
a battery. To assist you in solving this puzzle, we 
recommend drawing your circuit on paper before 
you attempt to build the circuit. 

CAUTION! Do NOT attach the wire from one end of the battery to the other. This creates a freeway for the electrons, 
a short circuit, which lets so many electrons move so fast that the wire will heat up and can burn your fingers (and drain 
the battery)!

Once you have successfully created a circuit that will light one bulb from the string of holiday lights, try different 
ways to connect the bulb to the battery. See if you can find all four different ways to do it! Again, you may want to start 
by drawing the different options before you take the circuit live. HINT: To light the bulb, there needs to be a path (a 
conductor like the wire) for electrons to move from one side of the battery through the filament of the bulb to the other 
side of the battery. Only with this path can electrons flow, heating up the filament until it starts to glow. 

What did you learn performing these electrical engineering experiments? Let us know by sending an email to 
Admin@RubberDuckLab.com.

Can You Light 
The Bulb?

Things to Think About
 a Were you able to find multiple ways to connect the battery to the bulb? Fold a piece of paper once 

lengthwise and once widthwise to make 4 rectangles. Draw each circuit.
 a Where on the battery did you have to connect to the wire? How many places on the bulb did you use 

to connect the wire? Can you explain why you need to connect to those spots on the battery and bulb 
specifically? Did the current have to move through the bulb in only one direction?

 a Can you trace the path that the electrons take from the bottom of the battery to the top of the battery? 
What does making a complete circuit mean? How was your method of lighting the bulb a complete 
circuit?

 a Can you think of other materials you could use to connect the battery to the bulb? Once you get a 
working circuit you can open up a gap in it and put in materials to test if they can conduct electric 
current. If it can, that material is a conductor. If not, it is a non-conductor or insulator. We use a coating 
of insulating plastic or rubber around wires to keep current moving along the wire and not escaping to 
move elsewhere.

 a Can you substitute other batteries to light the bulb? PLEASE stick to batteries. While the low voltages 
of “D”, “C”, “AA”, “AAA”, and button batteries are safe for this type of experiment, NEVER experiment 
with the electric current that comes from your home wall sockets. Household electric current is very 
dangerous  because it is at a much higher voltage and current then the batteries we recommend. 

What You Will Need

Materials required:
• 1 “C” Battery
• 1 Bulb cut from a strand of non-LED 

holiday lights, with ends stripped 
or a flashlight bulb (insulating 
covering removed)

• Masking tape, use to mark one 
wire 1, other wire 2 two 

• 1 Wire with ends stripped (you 
could use a straightened out metal 
paperclip instead)
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This PDF was written and designed by Rubber Duck Lab, a nonprofit organization promoting equitable 
access to project-based learning, 21st century skill development, and new technologies through active 

exploration, collaboration, and creativity; online, in the classroom, and within the community. 

For more information about Rubber Duck Lab, follow us on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter 

     @RubberDuckLab 

         @Rubber_Duck_Lab 

           @Rubber_Duck_Lab

Or visit our website:
www.RubberDuckLab.com

For more information on electricity visit:
https://sciencekids.co.nz/electricity.html 

For additional resources related to circuits and electrical engineering, visit:
https://www.teachengineering.org/curricularunits/view/cub_electricity_curricularunit 

Looking for electricity experiments for younger students PK-5:
https://carrotsareorange.com/easy-science-experiments-electricity/ 

Find more electricity experiments for older students by visiting:
https://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/categories/experiments/electricity/

https://www.science-sparks.com/easy-play-dough-circuits/ 
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